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The Urantia Book, first published by Urantia Foundation in 1955, was written in the form of a

revelation by celestial beings. Many who have read it accept it as such &#151; and of course many

do not. The facts about how it was reduced to written form are unknown.However, regardless of the

reader's approach to the text, the contents of the book are of real interest to all who are exploring

the realms of religion and philosophy, or who are working on their own personal spiritual growth.The

book's material covers a broad spectrum of inquiry &#151; from the genesis, history, and destiny of

the human race, to our collective and individual relationships with God the Father. It proposes a

consistent and compelling integration of scientific, philosophic, and religious thought. It builds upon

the world's religious heritage to describe a sublime destiny for humankind, encouraging a personal,

living religious faith as the key to individual spiritual progress.The fourth part of the book presents a

unique and compelling portrayal of the life and teachings of Jesus. The Jesus of The Urantia Book

reaches out beyond the constraints of "mere Christianity" to touch the hearts of readers of all faiths.
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LoveLove is truly contagious and eternally creative. (p. 2018) â€œDevote your life to proving that

love is the greatest thing in the world.â€• (p. 2047) â€œLove is the ancestor of all spiritual goodness,

the essence of the true and the beautiful.â€• (p. 2047) The Fatherâ€™s love can become real to

mortal man only by passing through that manâ€™s personality as he in turn bestows this love upon

his fellows. (p. 1289) The secret of a better civilization is bound up in the Masterâ€™s teachings of

the brotherhood of man, the good will of love and mutual trust. (p. 2065)PrayerPrayer is not a

technique of escape from conflict but rather a stimulus to growth in the very face of conflict. (p.



1002) The sincerity of any prayer is the assurance of its being heard. ... (p. 1639) God answers

manâ€™s prayer by giving him an increased revelation of truth, an enhanced appreciation of beauty,

and an augmented concept of goodness. (p. 1002) ...Never forget that the sincere prayer of faith is

a mighty force for the promotion of personal happiness, individual self-control, social harmony,

moral progress, and spiritual attainment. (p. 999)SufferingThere is a great and glorious purpose in

the march of the universes through space. All of your mortal struggling is not in vain. (p. 364)

Mortals only learn wisdom by experiencing tribulation. (p. 556)AngelsThe angels of all orders are

distinct personalities and are highly individualized. (p. 285) Angels....are fully cognizant of your

moral struggles and spiritual difficulties. They love human beings, and only good can result from

your efforts to understand and love them. (p. 419)Our Divine DestinyIf you are a willing learner, if

you want to attain spirit levels and reach divine heights, if you sincerely desire to reach the eternal

goal, then the divine Spirit will gently and lovingly lead you along the pathway of sonship and

spiritual progress. (p. 381) ...They who know that God is enthroned in the human heart are destined

to become like himâ€”immortal. (p. 1449) God is not only the determiner of destiny; he is manâ€™s

eternal destination. (p. 67)FamilyAlmost everything of lasting value in civilization has its roots in the

family. (p. 765) The family is manâ€™s greatest purely human achievement. ... (p. 939)Faith...Faith

will expand the mind, ennoble the soul, reinforce the personality, augment the happiness, deepen

the spirit perception, and enhance the power to love and be loved. (p. 1766) â€œNow, mistake not,

my Father will ever respond to the faintest flicker of faith.â€• (p. 1733)History/ScienceThe story of

manâ€™s ascent from seaweed to the lordship of earthly creation is indeed a romance of biologic

struggle and mind survival. (p. 731) 2,500,000,000 years ago... Urantia was a well developed

sphere about one tenth its present mass. ... (p. 658) 1,000,000,000 years ago is the date of the

actual beginning of Urantia [Earth] history. (p. 660) 450,000,000 years ago the transition from

vegetable to animal life occurred. (p. 669) From the year A.D. 1934 back to the birth of the first two

human beings is just 993,419 years. (p. 707) About five hundred thousand years ago...there were

almost one-half billion primitive human beings on earth. ... (p. 741) Adam and Eve arrived on

Urantia, from the year A.D. 1934, 37,848 years ago. (p. 828)

Whatâ€™s Inside?Parts I and IIGod, the inhabited universes, life after death, angels and other

beings, the war in heaven.Part IIIThe history of the world, science and evolution, Adam and Eve,

development of civilization, marriage and family, personal spiritual growth.Part IVThe life and

teachings of Jesus including the missing years. AND MUCH MORE...ExcerptsGodÂ , ...God is the

source and destiny of all that is good and beautiful and true. (p. 1431) If you truly want to find God,



that desire is in itself evidence that you have already found him. (p. 1440) When man goes in

partnership with God, great things may, and do, happen. (p. 1467)The Origin of Human LifeÂ , The

universe is not an accident... (p. 53) The universe of universes is the work of God and the dwelling

place of his diverse creatures. (p. 21) The evolutionary planets are the spheres of human

origin...Urantia [Earth] is your starting point. ... (p. 1225) In God, man lives, moves, and has his

being. (p. 22)The Purpose of LifeÂ , There is in the mind of God a plan which embraces every

creature of all his vast domains, and this plan is an eternal purpose of boundless opportunity,

unlimited progress, and endless life. (p. 365) This new gospel of the kingdom... presents a new and

exalted goal of destiny, a supreme life purpose. (p. 1778)JesusÂ , The religion of Jesus is the most

dynamic influence ever to activate the human race. (p. 1091) What an awakening the world would

experience if it could only see Jesus as he really lived on earth and know, firsthand, his life-giving

teachings! (p. 2083)ScienceÂ , Science, guided by wisdom, may become manâ€™s great social

liberator. (p. 909) Mortal man is not an evolutionary accident. There is a precise system, a universal

law, which determines the unfolding of the planetary life plan on the spheres of space. (p. 560)Life

after DeathÂ , Godâ€™s love is universal... He is â€œnot willing that any should perish.â€• (p. 39)

Your short sojourn on Urantia [Earth]...is only a single link, the very first in the long chain that is to

stretch across universes and through the eternal ages. (p. 435) ...Death is only the beginning of an

endless career of adventure, an everlasting life of anticipation, an eternal voyage of discovery. (p.

159)

Very strong and knowledgeable book, I believe every Christian, Catholic, Jehovah's Witness,

Protestants, Lutherans, and etc... should possess, doesn't mean everyone should believe

everything given in the book but will awaken your conscious and sub-conscious mind to spiritual

awareness and growths in certain levels. The Urantia Book can also be read by other diverse

religions, but this is mainly Christian. Urantia Book is an outstanding philosophic book with

dedicated research combined unto one book. A Must Have by All. Awaken spiritual personality to

your conscious! Urantia Book provides technical knowledge on a diverse range. This book goes

in-depth with spirituality in history, explains infinite spirituality, Life & Teachings of Jesus,relationship

of marriage spirituality, civilizations development, overall Universal Spirituality book a must possess

for all beings, even the one's without faith. Christian scholar's must posses this, much

knowledgeable material that will pursue your further studying, I know because I'm a Christian

Theologian.



This is my favorite version of the book with a beautiful blue soft cover leather. It has a ribbon

attached as well to keep your place! If you are not familiar with this book, it is the book of the earth

and will answer all your questions about what happened to the dinosaurs or is there life on other

planets; where are the missing years of Jesus life it answers all these questions and more!!

Mindboggling. Very serious reading. This may shake your religious beliefs, your beliefs about

humanity and mostly- your belief about why we exist here on Planet Earth aka "Urantia." Be

prepared to have every thought about human beings, angels, archangels, religions on this planet,

the solar system, milky way galaxy and heaven- completely blown away! This book made me do a

360 about how I felt about life, the universe and everything!This book is not for everyone. If you are

religious- prepare to have your beliefs shaken up. You can take what is in this book for what it is

worth. Some of the concepts are so mindboggling that I still have a hard time grasping the

information. Regardless, it was an eye-opening book that did change my life and the way I see the

world. Definitely recommend for open-minded individuals. Hopefully this review helps!

This book is truly heaven sent.....had a copy 30 years ago....lent it out...it was not

returned.....recently had a flash of insight.....searched for the book on  and am beginning to study it

again.......amazing......it seems this book has the answers to questions I have had for years.....there

is so much going on now.....great for helping through this transitional phase Earth ( Urantia ) has

been and will continue to be in for some time to come

I am a Christian. I don't believe in 'The Urantia Book' - But as a person with an open mind and

willing to study what the other side has to say, I found this book informative. I prefer this soft

cover/leather bound version compared to the hard cover I had previously. This version is well noted

and indexed quite nicely. I appreciate it for the book that it is.It arrived on time, with no problems

and in good shape. Thank you very much.

Not for everyone. Info and teachings are excellent in our opinion. Not an easy read and adds lots of

info not taught in conventional church teachings. Makes you really feel a part of the life of The

Master and his teachings. Will get to the first part of the book in the not too distant future. All we

have met that are or have been reading this book have been great and very congenial, helpful and

considerate. World would be a much better place if just the basics were followed!



I rated the product a 5 as well as the delivery of the product. It came undamaged, and it arrived a

day earlier that quoted. While I am not reviewing the quality of the subject matter here, because it is

personally or spiritually relevant, I will say that the Book is beautiful. It arrived in a cardboard box, of

sorts, and inside that box was a book box which I was pleased to discover. This makes it possible to

keep the book stored and also allows it to stand on it's book end without collapsing or folding over.

The manufacturing of the book resembles a King James Bible, being that the pages are gold

leaved, and it a has a ribbon marker crafted into the binding. I would recommend this book to

anyone seeking insight to the options of religions as we know them or as They know Themselves,

as an open mind will discover much.

It's my fourth copy and probably the most valuable asset in the house. Other copies have flown--I

hope they're being read. it should be included with the birth of a person--sort of like a "How To ..."

accessible answers regarding the universe. Bravo!
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